30 April 2019

MARCH 2019 QUARTERLY ACTIVITIES REPORT
Meteoric Resources NL (ASX: MEI; “Meteoric” or the “Company”) is pleased to provide shareholders
with an operational update for the three‐month period ending 31 March 2019, a period which has
been truly transformational for the Company as it announced its move into the gold arena with the
acquisition of the Juruena and Novo Astro Gold Projects in Brazil from ASX listed Crusader Resources
(ASX : CAS).
MD Andrew Tunks stated, “This Brazilian acquisition is a real game changer for Meteoric. We have
not only diversified our commodity exposure by moving into the gold arena, but we have effectively
jumped the line from a pure exploration play to a company looking at developing a significant project.
The grades demonstrated at Juruena including 10m @ 101.1 g/t at Dona Maria and 3.6m @ 554.3g/t
at Querosene are truly bonanza and I can’t wait to get back to Brazil and join our Brazilian team on site
to commence our maiden drilling to increase confidence in the existing resources and grow them
further.”

BRAZILIAN GOLD ACQUISITION
On 21 March 2019 Meteoric announced it had entered a Binding Terms Sheet with Crusader Resources
to acquire the Juruena and Novo Astro Gold Projects in the state of Mato Grosso in Central Brazil.
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Figure 1A & B: Location of Juruena and Novo Astro Projects. B) Coarse gold in strongly altered host rock from Querosene

The Juruena and Novo Astro Projects cover an area of approximately 770km2, comprising 24
tenements, located on the western end of the highly prospective Alta Floresta Belt, which is host to
major miners including Anglo American and Vale (see Figure 2). Geologically, the Alta Floresta belt is a
Paleoproterozoic, east west trending, continental magmatic‐arc, estimated to have produced over 7
Moz of gold to date. The Alta Floresta Belt is arguably the most desirable gold exploration destination
in Brazil.

The Juruena project hosts a JORC (2012) Compliant Resource Estimate of 1.3Mt for 261koz Au at 6.3
g/t (see Table 1). At the Novo Astro Project, located 25km to the south east, a massive soil anomaly
(+15 km2) is defined with multiple rock chip samples >10 g/t Au.

Table 1. MRE for Juruena Project (Reported by CAS 22/12/2017).

Figure 2: Tenement holders within the Alta Floresta Belt highlighting the major players in the area. During the latter
half of 2017, approximately 2.65 million hectares of copper and gold exploration permit applications were filed with
the Brazilian Mining Department, covering virtually the entire belt. Companies now active in this region include Vale,
Anglo American and Codelco highlighting the prospectivity of the belt and its capacity to host world‐class sized
deposits.

Terms of the Acquisition
Total cost of the Acquisition is $3M comprising cash and MEI Shares as follows:
•
•
•

•

$1M cash upon Completion of the Acquisition (“Completion”);
50,000,000 MEI Shares on Completion, escrowed for 12 months (being $500,000 in MEI Shares @
1¢ per Share) issued pursuant to MEI’s listing rule 7.1 placement capacity;
Subject to MEI Shareholder approval, $750,000 in MEI Shares upon the delineation of a JORC
Resource of not less than 400,000oz Au at Juruena and/or Novo Astro, with the number of MEI
Shares calculated on a 5‐day VWAP on the date of the delineation. In the event Shareholder
approval is not obtained then MEI shall pay $750,000 in cash to Crusader; and
Subject to MEI Shareholder approval, $750,000 in MEI Shares upon a decision by the MEI Board to
commence mining at Juruena and/or Novo Astro pursuant to a full mining licence, with the number
of MEI Shares calculated on a 5‐day VWAP on the date of the decision to mine. In the event
Shareholder approval is not obtained then MEI shall pay $750,000 in cash to Crusader.

Subsequent to the quarter on 15 April 2019, Meteoric and Crusader executed a formal share sale
agreement for the Acquisition and Completion is expected to occur shortly.
Wholly Underwritten Capital Raising & Share Purchase Plan
CPS Capital Group Pty Ltd (“CPS”) was appointed Lead Manager, Broker and Underwriter to a capital
raising of AUD$2,640,000 in MEI via the issue of 264,000,000 new Shares at AUD$0.01 per Share (the
“Offer”). Under the Offer the Shares will be issued in two tranches with the addition of a share
purchase plan to eligible shareholders.
92,000,000 Tranche 1 Shares were issued to sophisticated and professional investors pursuant to
Meteoric’s placement capacity under Listing Rule 7.1 (35 million shares) and 7.1A (57 million shares).
97,000,000 Tranche 2 Shares will be issued to sophisticated and professional investors subject to
shareholder approval. The date of the EGM has now been set for Tuesday 21 May 2019.
In conjunction with the Offer, Meteoric offered eligible shareholders the opportunity to participate in
a Share Purchase Plan (SPP) to raise up to $750,000 via the issue of 75,000,000 Shares at AUD$0.01
per Share. Subsequent to the quarter, the Company advised that the SPP had closed significantly
oversubscribed with applications totalling $1.76M resulting in scale back to all applicants.
Juruena and Novo Astro Gold Projects
The Juruena and Novo Astro projects lie towards the western end of the Alta Floresta belt which is
home to over 40 gold deposits in the north of Mato Grosso state Central Brazil. The Alta Floresta belt
has past production of more than 7 million ounces from the 40 known gold deposits (source DNPM –
Brazil). Both Juruena and Novo Astro have been the site of extensive artisanal mining with recorded
production in excess of 500,000 oz of gold, largely produced during a gold rush in the 1980s when over
20,000 Garimpeiros (artisanal miners) worked in the Juruena area.

Juruena – High‐grade drill intercepts
Gold mineralisation at Juruena has been intersected at multiple prospects, three of which have been
sufficiently drilled to resource status. Mineralisation typically occurs associated with strong quartz +
sericite + pyrite (Phyllic) alteration surrounding sheeted veins emplaced into a granitic host. Ore bodies
are typically narrow (less than 10m true thickness) and steeply dipping. The strike of the mineralised
zones varies from prospect to prospect. Of the 14 target zones identified by: artisanal mining,
geochemistry and geophysical techniques, only 7 have been drill tested.

Table 2. Selection of high‐grade intercepts from the Juruena Project ranked on gram‐metres (intersection width
multiplied by gold grade). Note the thicker lower‐grade intercepts from Crentes and some other exceptional results
from Capixaba, Uiliam and Tatu that have received only minimal drilling to date. All drilling results previously released
by Crusader Resources – ASX: CAS– 08/05/15, 01/07/15, 02/08/16, 21/09/16, 23/11/16, 08/06/16, 08/06/18.

During the time Crusader Resources managed the projects they completed 7,749m of Reverse
Circulation RC drilling, 1,862m of diamond drilling and 995m of Auger drilling. This complements an
existing database of drilling (44,458m) prior to Crusader ownership of the project. In addition, Crusader
completed a metallurgical testwork program and basic environmental assessments as part of a
Preliminary Economic Assessment (PEA) of the project.

Figure 3. Location of the main prospects along the Juruena fault.

Juruena ‐ Mineral Resource Estimate (MRE)
The Juruena Mineral Resource Estimate reported by Crusader in Dec 2016 in compliance with JORC
2012 is contained in three prospects: Crentes (55koz), Querosene (118koz) and Dona Maria (88koz).
Importantly, mineralisation is largely open along strike and at depth ensuring immediate drill targets
are available for testing.
The mineral resource estimate was reported by Crusader to the ASX on 22 December 2017 and is
available on the ASX website. The mineral resource estimate was reported pursuant to the JORC 2012
code and it is the opinion of Meteoric’s competent person that the information in this market
announcement is an accurate representation of the resource estimates at Dona Maria, Querosene and
Crentes deposits.
The mineral resource estimate included all drilling data from historical and Crusader exploration
programs and was completed as part of the PEA. Primarily targeting the Querosene, Dona Maria and

Crentes zones, Crusader completed 71 RC drill‐holes in 2014 and 2015 (7,452m) using a nominal 5 ½
inch face sampling hammer. In early 2015 Crusader also completed 11 diamond drill‐holes (1,863.81m)
of NQ2 diameter with HQ pre‐collars and 2 trenches for 17m. In 2016, Crusader drilled 64 diamond
drill‐holes (7,873m) of mainly HQ diameter (with some NQ2) at the Querosene, Dona Maria, Mauro
and Tatu prospects. Historically, over the wider Juruena project area, Lago Dourado Minerals Ltd
(“Lago”) completed 90 RC drill‐holes (6,618m) and 70 diamond drillholes (22,497.81m) between 2010
and 2013. Between 1996 and 1997 Consolidated Madison Holdings Ltd (“Madison”) completed 91
diamond drill‐holes (15,821.89m).
Querosene
The Querosene resource is defined over 450m in strike length to a depth of 180m below surface (Figure
4). Mineralisation width averages approximately 1.3m true thickness and dips 60°to the SW. A thick
(approximately 15 m), sub‐horizontal, barren and late dolerite sill stopes out the mineralised zones.
The mineralisation is divided into zones, with most of the higher grades and ounces contained in the
Main zone. Mineralisation is open at depth and to the south, presenting an immediate drill target to
potentially increase the resource.

Figure 4. Wire frames
showing the mineralised
zones at Querosene
Prospect.

Dona Maria
Dona Maria is located adjacent to the Crentes prospect, approximately 1km along the Juruena fault
zone from Querosene. The Dona Maria resource is contained in multiple, sub‐parallel zones forming a
stacked or en‐echelon sequence of ore zones extending along the NNW trend. These multiple lenses
are estimated over 250m in strike length to a depth of 240m below surface. Mineralisation width varies
between 0.7‐9.0m true thickness and dips 70‐75°to the west‐southwest. Mineralisation is seen to splay
from the Crentes trend (WNW) toward the NNW (Figure 5).

Figure 5. Wire frames
showing the mineralised
zones at Dona Maria
Prospect.

Juruena ‐ Preliminary Economic Assessment
Crusader Resources contracted Global Resource Engineering Ltd and Trepanier Pty Ltd to carry out a
Preliminary Economic Assessment (PEA) of the Juruena Project with the results reported in May 2017.
The PEA included:
•
•
•
•

Metallurgical testwork suggesting excellent recoveries averaging >90% from a CIL circuit
An updated Mineral Resource Estimate
Social and environmental studies
A preliminary mine design including open pit and underground operations

Following on from a successful drilling campaign it will be Meteoric’s goal to update the Mineral
Resource Estimate and commence a feasibility study building on the results from the PEA.
Juruena ‐ On site facilities
As part of the acquisition, the Juruena Project includes a campsite which hosts: site offices, housing
and catering amenities for a 60‐person crew, a core shed, and a 1,000m dirt airstrip. Juruena is
accessible by roads which are well maintained by the local agricultural industry in addition there is
barge access along the Juruena River.
Novo Astro Project
Novo Astro, also located in the Alta Floresta gold belt, is a separate, standalone prospect on the Eastern
edge of the land holding. The 5km roughly circular gold anomaly has been extensively worked by
Garimpeiros. The massive scale of Novo Astro soil anomaly (+15 km2) suggests a well‐developed and
large gold system. The anomaly has 13 rock chip samples >10 g/t Au (highest value 264 g/t Au) and has
been a rich source of alluvial gold to local Garimpeiros for over 40 years. (Crusader Resources –
ASX:CAS 22/09/16 presentation “Juruena Gold Project‐ Path to Production”). Soil sampling and
mapping by previous explorers identified a suite of high‐temperature minerals including bismuth,
tellurium, molybdenum and tungsten that are spatially related to Intrusion Related Gold Systems
(IRGS) vastly increasing the prospectivity of the area. The Novo Astro project has never been drilled

and leaves potential for a multimillion‐ounce resource to be discovered within the large tenement
holding.

Figure 6. Anomalous gold in soils and rock chip samples indicating the immense size of the Novo Astro footprint.

Alta Floresta Belt – Regional Exploration Activity
Future Program
Whilst in Brazil as part of the due diligence, MD Andrew Tunks retained the services of Target Latin
America (“TLA”), a new geological and mining services group based out of Goiania in the State of Goias
in Central Brazil. TLA is headed by Dr Marcelo de Carvalho and Dr Klaus Petersen, two experienced
Brazilian mining executives.
Importantly, Meteoric has also retained key staff from the Juruena Project who have a long
involvement with the exploration history. During the visit discussions were held regarding the initial
activities of Meteoric post Acquisition and exploration plans include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Immediate application for Mining Licences over 4 key licences that host Juruena mineralisation
Collection and digital capture of all existing exploration data
Build 3‐D geologic models of key prospects in LeapfrogTM to assist in drill planning
Provide a ‘Scope of Works’ to drilling companies and secure drilling contract
Mobilise geological teams to site
Commence Resource definition and extension drilling at Dona Maria and Querosene
Complete ground‐based geophysical surveys (IP and Magnetics) at Novo Astro

Only 24% and 34% of the resources at Querosene and Dona Maria respectively are currently in the
Indicated category. A priority of the initial exploration will be to convert ounces from inferred to
indicated category in order to enable more detailed economic studies to occur Meteoric intends to:‐
• Increase confidence in the resources at shallow depths with additional drill holes in the near
surface, especially below the artisanal pits (Figure 7 a & b);
• Generate accurate (survey) 3D surfaces of the base of current artisanal workings (these don't
presently exist); and

• Carry out additional Specific Gravity (SG) measurements: Whilst there are almost 1,600 SG samples
in the database only ~40 of these samples are inside the estimated ore zones.
The Company intends commencing its initial drilling in Q2 2019.

Figure 7 a) & b). Long Projections of Querosene & Dona Maria with drilling pierce points coloured by grade x thickness
values according to legend. The Inferred Resource is shown in red dotted line and Indicated portion of the resources
are outlined in purple. These diagrams highlight the lack of drilling in the near surface below the artisanal pits. Red
arrows show potential drilling zones outside the resource envelopes.

Drilling access to the shallow portions of the resources has previously been hampered by access issues
around Garimpeiros and landforms. Meteoric will employ trenching and channel sampling where there
is access within the pits and consider the use of man portable rigs which are able to access tight drill
pads within/adjacent to artisanal pits in order to address this issue. Additional pit mapping will also be
undertaken. This is extremely important from an economic point of view as these are the most easily
accessible tonnes and should be available from Open Pit mining scenarios as shown in the previously
released PEA (ASX:CAS – 28 April 2017).
As previously referred, the resources at Querosene and Dona Maria have not been closed off and are
open along strike and at depth. The resource growth drilling program is initially planned to step out
several hundred metres along each trend, with several deeper holes planned at each deposit to
confirm any continuity of mineralisation at depth.

CANADIAN PORTFOLIO
The Company’s Canadian Cobalt Portfolio currently consists of seven cobalt projects; six located in
areas in Eastern Ontario historically known for silver and cobalt production, and one in West Ontario,
targeting high‐grade cobalt‐copper‐gold mineralisation.

Figure 8: MEI Canadian Cobalt Portfolio

During the quarter Meteoric completed a diamond drill program at the Company’s Joyce Cu‐Co‐Au
Project located in West Ontario. The drilling program comprised four holes for a total of 492m was
completed in January 2019 and targeted historic trenching results which contained values up to 0.3%
Co, 11.0% Cu and 8.07 g/t Au (separate grab samples‐ refer ASX announcement 14 May 2018), in
addition to coincident airborne EM and magnetic anomalies directly associated with trenching results
as well as hanging wall and footwall airborne EM‐plate modelling.
The four holes intersected narrow mineralised zones and were assayed for a multi‐element suite.
Completed drill collars are listed below in Table 3. Significant results of the January 2019 drill program
are presented below in Table 4. Drill hole JR‐19‐04 intersected 1.845% Cu over 0.61m from 50.19m
downhole.

Table 3: Completed Drill Collars

Table 4: Diamond Drill Results ‐ best intercepts.

Review of Canadian Projects
Given the acquisition of the Juruena Project during the Quarter and the Company’s focus on the DD
the remainder of the Canadian Projects (Fig 8) were placed under a review status.
The Company’s Technical team led Mike Kilbourne of Orix Geoscience our Canadian partners is
completing a review of all projects and a series of recommendations to take the projects forward.

Disposal of Non‐Core Assets
During the December quarter, Meteoric entered into a conditional tenement sale agreement to
dispose of its non‐core Canadian Nickel‐Copper projects, Midrim and LaForce to ASX listed TopTung
Limited (ASX:TTW).
In early January 2019 Meteoric was advised that as a result of present market conditions, TopTung
had elected not to proceed with the acquisition. The Company continues to review potential farm‐
out / sale opportunities for its non‐core Canadian assets.

Australian Projects
Webb Diamond JV
Ownership: 18% MEI / 82% Geocrystal Pty Ltd (*MEI 13% of E80/4506)
The Webb Diamond Joint Venture covers an area of 400km2 and is focussed on the evaluation of a
large kimberlite field comprising some 280 bulls‐eye magnetic targets of which 23% have been drill
tested and with 51 kimberlite bodies identified. Results on recent drilling remain pending.

Figure 9: Webb Diamond Project location and diamond occurrences.

Warrego Project
Warrego North IOCG Project, Northern Territory, Australia.
The Warrego North Project is located approximately 20km north‐west of the historical high‐grade
Warrego copper‐gold mine in the western part of the Tennant Creek Mineral Field. Warrego was the
largest deposit mined in the area with historical production of 1.3Moz of gold and 90,000 tonnes of
copper. Chalice Gold Mines Limited (ASX:CHN) can earn up to a 70% interest in the project from
Meteoric by sole funding $800,000. There was no activity reported by the JV partner on the Warrego
Project during the quarter

Babbler
The Babbler licence contains a prominent magnetic
anomaly (R29) on granted EL30701 and situated 34km
ESE of Tennant Creek. Access is gained from Tennant
Creek via the Gosse River road and then by station
tracks. Narrow high‐grade gold has been intercepted in
historic exploration but drill testing of the R29 anomaly
did not explain the highly magnetic signature. Very little
modern exploration has been carried out in the area
and no work was completed by the Company in the
previous quarter. There was no activity during the
quarter.

Figure 10: EL30701 Simplified Geology and R29 Location

Competent Persons Statement
The information in this announcement that relates to mineral resource estimates and exploration results is based on information
reviewed, collated and fairly represented by Mr Peter Sheehan who is a Member of the Australasian Institute of Mining and Metallurgy
and a consultant to Meteoric Resources NL. Mr Sheehan has sufficient experience relevant to the style of mineralisation and type of
deposit under consideration, and to the activity which has been undertaken, to qualify as a Competent Person as defined in the 2012
Edition of the Joint Ore Reserves Committee (JORC) Australasian Code for Reporting of Exploration Results, Mineral Resources and Ore
Reserves. Mr Sheehan consents to the inclusion in this report of the matters based on this information in the form and context in which it
appears. Additionally, Mr Sheehan confirms that the entity is not aware of any new information or data that materially affects the
information contained in the ASX releases referred to in this report.
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Managing Director
M +61 400 205 555
ajtunks@meteoric.com.au

Victoria Humphries – Investor Relations
NWR Communications
M +61 431 151 676
victoria@nwrcommunications.com.au

APPENDIX 1
TENEMENT HOLDINGS AS AT 31 MARCH 2019
AUSTRALIA
Tenement

Nature of
Interest

E80/4235

Granted

E80/4407

Granted

E80/4506

Granted

E80/4737

Granted

E80/4815

Granted

E80/5071

Granted

E80/5121

Application

EL23764

Granted

ELIZABETH HILLS
(Webb JV)
ANGAS HILL (Webb
JV)
WEBB DIAMONDS
(Webb JV)
WEBB DIAMONDS
(Webb JV)
LAKE MACKAY (Webb
JV)
WEBB DIAMONDS
(Webb JV)
WEBB DIAMONDS
(Webb JV)
WARREGO NORTH

EL30701

Granted

EL28620

Project

Ownership
(%)

Change in
Quarter

19%

-

19%
Rights to
13%
18.5%
18.5%
18.0%
18.5%

-

49%

-

R29 BABBLER

49%

-

Granted

BARKLY

30%

Claim No.

Province

Project

Ownership
%

1131335 to
1131337

Quebec

MIDRIM/LAFORCE

100%

1131339 to
1131341;
1131345

Quebec

MIDRIM/LAFORCE

100%

2402370 to
2402386

Quebec

MIDRIM/LAFORCE

100%

2412147 to
2412207

Quebec

MIDRIM/LAFORCE

100%

2499867 to
2499896

Quebec

MIDRIM/LAFORCE

100%

2499900 to
2499960

Quebec

MIDRIM/LAFORCE

100%

2500063 to
2500089

Quebec

MIDRIM/LAFORCE

100%

2500771 to
2500776

Quebec

MIDRIM/LAFORCE

100%

2501091 to
2501095

Quebec

MIDRIM/LAFORCE

100%

2505025 to
2505027

Quebec

MIDRIM/LAFORCE

100%

CANADA
Change in
Quarter
-

-

2505037 to
2505039

Quebec

MIDRIM/LAFORCE

100%

2505048 to
2505053

Quebec

MIDRIM/LAFORCE

100%

2505823 to
2505827

Quebec

MIDRIM/LAFORCE

100%

4284365 to
4284371

Ontario

IRON MASK

100%

4278666
and
4280538

Ontario

MULLIGAN

100%

504371504383
518751518760
52855164285519
504371504383
518751518760
42855164285519

-

Ontario

JOYCE RIVER

100%
-

Ontario

JOYCE RIVER

100%
-

Ontario
Ontario
Ontario
Ontario

LORRAIN
JOYCE RIVER
JOYCE RIVER
LORRAIN

100%
100%

-

100%

-

100%

-

